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Abstract—We address emerging threats to the security of pho-
tonic networks as these networks become heterogeneous being
opened to the upper layers, other operators, and end users. We
review the potential threats, mainly loss of the confidentiality of
user data transmitted through optical fibers and disturbances of
network control, both of which could seriously damage the entire
network. We then propose a novel conceptual model of a secure
photonic network by introducing a quantum key distribution
(QKD) network to its legacy structure. Secure keys generated
by the QKD network are managed by key management agents
(KMAs) and used to encrypt not only user data but also control
signals. The KMAs cooperate with the generalized multiprotocol
label-switching controller for secure path provisioning and drive
photonic and modern crypto engines in appropriate combina-
tions. Finally, we present a roadmap of a deployment scenario,
starting from niche applications such as mission critical and
business applications and the next. Digital cinema distribution
through a photonic network is presented as an example of a niche
application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T HE data transfer of even sensitive information, such as
financial transactions, medical records, and confidential

intellectual property, has currently been relying on the Internet
via high-speed, large-capacity optical networks, thanks to the
cost effectiveness of IP networks. A loss of data confidentiality
on the Internet would have a tremendous impact on society as a
whole, and hence, the security of information and communica-
tion systems has currently become our primarily concern. The
main objective is the protection of confidentiality, integrity, and
availability (CIA) [1] (known as the CIA triad). According to the
International Standards Organization (ISO) definition of CIA,
confidentiality denotes which information is not made available
or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes;
integrity denotes which data have not been altered or destroyed
in an unauthorized manner; and availability denotes being ac-
cessible and useable upon demand by an authorized entity.
Various security mechanisms are used on the Internet to

protect the CIA triad. Internet Protocol security (IPsec) is
a common and standards-based security protocol in layer 3
(network layer). Transport layer security (or secure sockets
layer) can tunnel an entire network’s traffic, working at the
boundary between layers 4 (transport layer) and 5 (session
layer). Layer 2, the virtual private network, uses a combination
of Ethernet and generalized multiprotocol label switching
(GMPLS). All these secure protocols are supported by modern
cryptographies such as secure Hash algorithm 1 for integrity
protection and authenticity and advanced encryption standard
(AES) for confidentiality.
In contrast to security technologies for layer 2 and the afore-

mentioned layers, security protection in layer 1 has not been at-
tracting much attention. In fact, physical protection of routers,
interface cards, and optical fibers has been outside the scope
of cryptographic research. The importance of layer 1 security
should be stressed because once a security breakdown occurs,
a quick stopgap measure will not be easily implemented, but
it takes a painfully long time to remedy a physically damaged
photonic layer. This is in sharp contrast to the vulnerability
in which the upper layers can be restored in a relatively short
time by patching software or releasing new codes online. It
should be noted that the security is said to be a chain of trust,
and the weakest part is the security level of the whole system.
There have been studies on photonic network security. Medard
et al. raised early on that security issues of the physical layer,
suggesting possible attacks such as crosstalk attacks at optical
nodes and fiber tapping [2]. This was followed by studies on
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Fig. 1. IP over WDM network.

monitoring and localization techniques of crosstalk attacks [3],
[4], quality of service (QoS) degrading/disruptive attacks, such
as optical amplifier gain competition attacks [5], and low-power
QoS attacks [6]. Attack-aware routing and wavelength assign-
ment of optical path networks have recently gained attention
[7]–[9]. Kartalopoulos suggested a possible method of imple-
menting quantum cryptography in optical networks [10]. How-
ever, a comprehensive study taking into account cross-layer se-
curity issues in photonic network remains to be studied.
One may simply assume that network facilities and outside

plants can be physically isolated from adversaries. However,
optical fiber cables are exposed to physical attacks in customer
premises owing to the wide use of fiber-to-the-home systems,
and tapping of the optical signal from a fiber could be easily
done by using inexpensive equipment [11]. Recently, risk of
information leakage occurring in a fiber cable has been pointed
out [12]. A small fraction of optical signals, even in a coated
fiber, often leaks into adjacent fibers in a cable at the bending
points. The amount of light leakage is small but detectable
with a photon counting detector. Although, the optical signal
in fibers may be encrypted using modern cryptography in the
upper layers, its security is not entirely free from constant
threats. For example, it was reported that the 768-bit Rivest,
Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) cryptosystem was broken by
collaborating computing by an international team of Japanese,
French, and German researchers in December 2009 [13].
New threats are also emerging as the photonic network be-

comes multidomain, being opened to the upper layers, other op-
erators, and end users. Fig. 1 depicts the typical architecture of
a photonic network, including the IP over wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) network, consisting of the optical path
network, IP network, and the control plane. The IP and optical
path networks are tightly integrated with theWDM interfaces of
the optical cross connects (OXCs), which are directly connected
to IP routers to set up a desired optical path by wavelength
switching. Routing, signaling, and link management are sup-
ported by GMPLS in the control plane. Today, confidential con-

trol signals are carried through out-of-band channels in optical
fibers, or sometimes over a dedicated control network. Hackers
may have the opportunity to easily access them and maliciously
control the network with the control information, which could
seriously damage the entire photonic network.
Recently, progress has been made in security technologies for

layer 1, especially for the photonic layer. Such technologies in-
clude secure communications using optical chaos (SCOC), op-
tical code division multiplexing (OCDM), a quantum noise ran-
domized cipher (QNRC), and quantum key distribution (QKD).
All rely on direct control of physical properties of light and,
hence, are implemented in the photonic domain. They may be
referred to as the photonic layer 1 security technology (PL1sec).
They can be useful for protecting confidential data of photonic
networks. We believe that QKD can play a key role in devel-
oping secure photonic networks. QKD can generate secure keys
between distant nodes. The key can be used for one-time pad
(OTP) encryption or the Vernam cipher, called as QKD-OTP,
which requires the same length of the key as the message bit.
OTP encryption is the only one that has been mathematically
proved to be completely secure.
In this paper, we address emerging potential threats to the

PL1sec as networks become heterogeneous, being opened to the
upper layers, other operators, and end users. We review poten-
tial threats, mainly loss of the confidentiality of user data in op-
tical fibers and disturbances of network control, both of which
could seriously damage an entire network. Service denial in-
duced in IP networks is not within the scope of this paper. We
then propose a novel conceptual model of a secure photonic net-
work, introducing a QKD network to its legacy structure. Secure
keys generated by the QKD network are managed by key man-
agement agents (KMAs) and used to encrypt not only user data
but also control signals. The KMAs cooperate with the GMPLS
controller for secure path provisioning and drive photonic and
modern crypto engines in appropriate combinations. Finally, we
present a roadmap of a deployment scenario, starting from niche
applications such as mission critical and business applications
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and the next. Digital cinema distribution through a photonic net-
work is presented as an example of a niche network.
This paper is organized as follows. Potential threats to secu-

rity in IP over optical path networks are discussed in Section II,
followed by a discussion on the security enhancement of pho-
tonic networks in Section III. In Section IV, a roadmap of the
deployment scenario is presented, followed by concluding re-
marks in Section V.

II. POTENTIAL THREATS TO SECURITY IN

PHOTONIC NETWORKS

Threats to security in photonic networks will be of a huge va-
riety and extension in the near future. Cyber attacks are the most
common and urgent issues. They are, however, not specific to
photonic networks and may not be within the scope of this con-
text. A straightforward protection against physical destruction
of systems and devices is to isolate them frommalicious parties.
This is also not within the scope of this paper. Attacks on elec-
trical devices are somewhat nontrivial cases. There are many
techniques for tapping the signal from electrical devices, even
leaving them physically unchanged. Most of these techniques
can be categorized as side channel attacks via electrical and
electromagnetic signals. They have already been extensively
studied in the security field. In spite of their importance, we do
not touch upon them here. Our concern is new threats, those
that have recently occurred or will likely take place in the near
future.

A. Control Plane

Automatic switched optical network/GMPLS control plane
technology for automated path control of a photonic network
was developed in the past decade. In the past few years, it
has been deployed in service provider commercial networks.
This control plane technology provides network operators with
advanced network functions such as multilayer network opera-
tion and user control. The control plane technology can change
the traditional closed network operation to an open-controlled
network, as shown in Fig. 2. This change is beneficial for saving
both operation expenditure (OPEX) and capital expenditure
(CAPEX) of networks as well as for creating new services.
This technology also introduces new threats to the security

of photonic network operation [14]. In the IP layer, multipro-
tocol label switching (MPLS) is used as a control plane in var-
ious network service provider networks. The MPLS packets use
interfaces identified by their IP addresses, and the MPLS con-
trol packets use the same interfaces and addresses. Some mali-
cious users may access the devices and channels in these lower
layers and may pretend to be a network operator and flow incor-
rect network information to confuse the IP network through the
MPLS control plane. However, in the traditional control plane
configuration, photonic networks cannot be disturbed by a ma-
licious user from the IP layer because it is controlled by the iso-
lated control plane from the IP layer’s control plane, as shown
in Fig. 3(a).
The introduction of the GMPLS control plane exposes de-

vices in a photonic network to a malicious user in the IP layer
because the GMPLS control plane can be configured as an in-
tegrated control plane from layers 1 to 3, which is shown in

Fig. 2. Evolution of network operations.

Fig. 3(b). A potential serious problem in this architecture is that
a malicious user can change and confuse a carrier’s database of
the network configuration through the IP layer. Hacking and hi-
jacking a photonic network in this way would be a likely threat.
This can be partially prevented by IPsec; however, the proto-
cols used are always threatened by advances in mathematics
and computer technologies, or may have already been cracked.
Hence, it is not a perfect solution.

B. Optical Path Network

Possible targets of attacks on an optical path network include
devices such as optical fibers, OXC, and reconfigurable optical
add–drop multiplexers (ROADMs). Access networks will be an
easy target for attacks since the optical signals are at a relatively
low bit rate andmost of the facilities, such as opticalfiber cables,
are installed in the open outside plant. Moreover, passive op-
tical network (PON) systems, in which an optical fiber is shared
by typically up to 32 users, have been widely deployed in ac-
cess networks, as shown in Fig. 4(a). This point-to-multipoint
network topology is inherently prone to security threats, for ex-
ample, tapping by detecting the leakage of light signal at the bent
portion and spoofing by connecting an unauthorized optical net-
work unit (ONU). To prevent such attacks, encryption, such as
AES for payload data and authentication for individual ID of the
ONU, is generally used for communication between the optical
line terminal (OLT) and each ONU. Thus, PON systems provide
reasonable security using currently available techniques. How-
ever, it seems worth pursuing newly emerging PL1sec technolo-
gies in the long run. Jamming by injecting high-power light from
the optical fiber is another possible attack, whichwould paralyze
the PON with the breakdown of the receiver, leading to service
denial, as shown in Fig. 4(a). This can be prevented by isolating
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Fig. 3. Comparison of potentially threatened layers between individual and integrated types of network control technologies. (a) Individual control plane. (b)
Integrated control plane.

the drop fiber from the optical splitter. For example, jamming
light can be shut out by attaching an optical gate, controlled by
a photovoltaic module to the fiber [15].
Another target of attack may be network nodes. As Medard

et al. suggested [2], crosstalk attack is possible, which occurs in
the optical switch at the node, as illustrated in Fig. 4(b).When an
attacker injects high-power light on the same wavelength as the
signal from an input port of the switch, its leaked light energy
can significantly affect the normal connections passing through
the same switch and can propagate to the next node.

III. SECURITY ENHANCEMENT OF PHOTONIC NETWORKS

There are mainly two types of security enhancements; 1) pro-
tecting the confidentiality of user data; and 2) preventing distur-
bances of network control and management. The former mainly
relies on secure optical communications by using PL1sec tech-
nologies such as SCOC, optical code division multiple access
(OCDMA), a QNRC, and QKD-OTP. The latter includes pro-
tecting the control plane and monitoring the network for de-
tecting any malicious attempts to distribute the route control.

In the following sections, we first propose a conceptual model
of a secure photonic network. We then review the main features
and issues for the deployment of QKD, SCOC, OCDM, and a
QNRC.

A. Conceptual Model of Secure Photonic Networks

We propose a novel architecture of a secure photonic network
in Fig. 5. The main features are summarized in three points.
First, a QKD network is introduced on the top of the control
plane. It should be noted that optical fibers do not always have
to be installed for this network. Wavelength bands in existing
fibers might be used for the QKD network [16]. Each KMA
stores and controls the secure key under the supervision of a key
management center (KMC). Both the KMC and the KMAs are
assumed to be tightly protected and secure because we assume
the key relay is via trusted nodes to expand the QKD distance
in the prototype of a secure photonic network. Although each
KMA should ideally be colocated at the same site of each OXC
and IP router, one may allow that the KMAs are located at dif-
ferent sites for tight protection and are connected to OXCs and
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Fig. 4. Security threats (a) in PON system and (b) at network node [3].

IP routers via authenticated classical channels. The reason the
QKD network in Fig. 5 is described separately from the other
layers is that the KMC and theKMAs are not opened to unautho-
rized parties, unlike OXCs, GMPLS controllers, and IP routers,
for the purpose of secure management of the keys. Second, the
KMC and KMAs cooperate with the GMPLS controllers in the
control plane, which is generally an open network, to encrypt the
control signals and achieve secure path provisioning. Finally,
crypto engines of SCOC, OCDMA, the QNRC, and QKD-OTP
are implemented in the optical path network to protect confiden-
tial data from the physical layer.
In a QKD network, secure keys are generated in various

pairs of QKD devices via point-to-point links. These links
may be formed for any pair of nodes that can be connected
by a transparent optical path via OXCs, as demonstrated by
Chapuran et al. using cutting-edge photonic devices [16]. The
generated secure keys are pushed up from the QKD devices to
the KMAs. Note that in Fig. 5, the QKD devices and KMAs
are not separately described, but represented as thick red disks.
Each KMA stores the key and sends the bit error rates (BERs)
of the quantum links, the amount of the stored key, the key
generation rate, and other necessary information for key man-

agement, to the KMC. To expand the QKD distance, not only
point-to-point QKD via a transparent optical link but also the
key relay via trusted KMAs should be performed in the QKD
network. This is based on key encapsulation, as explained in
the later part of Section III-B. The network is monitored using
QKD devices, which will alarm the KMC and KMAs under
threat. Once a link is hacked, the KMC quickly provides a new
securely protected path, and secure communications will be
maintained.
In the control plane, the control signals are encrypted using

QKD-OTP. The data size of the control signals is not so large,
and hence, the current level of QKD technology would suffice
for this application. The secure keys for this purpose should
be transported from the KMAs to GMPLS controllers through
authenticated channels. GMPLS controllers cooperate with the
KMAs for path provisioning and driving crypto engines upon
the receipt of security requests from user domains.
The crypto engines include modern crypto systems for IPsec

and novel systems of SCOC, OCDM, a QNRC, and QKD-OTP
for PL1sec. KMAs would not only perform QKD-OTP in the
optical path network, but also provide secure keys for refreshing
the seed keys of modern crypto systems in the IP network. In
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Fig. 5. Conceptual model of a secure photonic network.

Fig. 6. QKD process.

optical path networks, user data are encrypted by appropriate
schemes of PL1sec. Upon a user request, a QKD or a key relay
via trusted nodes is made on demand.
The security ensured by QKD-OTP is robust against any

future eavesdropping technologies. Therefore, no updating of
crypto schemes is needed unlike the conventional scheme of
key exchange. It would be beneficial to reduce the mainte-
nance cost of photonic network. On the other hand, however,
QKD-OTP inevitably evolves a legacy closed network to the
open-controlled network, because it requires preestablished
secret, i.e., shared random numbers (even small) and authen-
tication of the parties. Use of the trusted nodes for key relay
further forces to introduce secure walls in the electrical domain.
In an all-optical network in the future, more flexible on-demand
connectivity can be realized, relaxing the tradeoff between the
openness (or the convenience) and the security in the photonic
network. It is an open issue to develop a more effective archi-
tecture with the optimal tradeoff.

B. QKD

QKD, originally proposed by Bennett and Brassard in 1984
[17], can provide an effective method for distributing truly

random numbers between remote parties in a theoretically
secure way such that the amount of information leakage can be
made arbitrarily small for eavesdropping attacks by sufficiently
increasing the key length. The security of QKD is based on
a NO-GO theorem that nonorthogonal quantum states cannot
be perfectly discriminated nor copied without errors. Eaves-
dropping on quantum states will inevitably cause errors in the
received bits. As summarized in Fig. 6, a sender and a receiver
first share a sequence of random bits by selecting appropriate
signals from transmitted signal pulses through basis matching
and error correction. They estimate the upper bound of leaked
information by the BER and erase the leaked information by
privacy amplification. A secure key is finally generated. Many
different protocols have been proposed, tested, and recently
commercialized [18], [19]. They can be categorized into two
types based on the detector used 1) photon-QKD; and 2)
continuous variable (CV) QKD.
Photon-QKD includes protocols using single photon (or

on/off) detectors. The original BB84 protocol requires a
single photon source to guarantee security, but it has been
shown that even a weak laser light can provide secure keys
with a decoy method [20]. Other than the traditional BB84,
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a nonsingle-photon-based scheme also includes B92, differ-
ential-phase-shift (DPS)-QKD, coherent-one-way (COW),
SARG04, as well as entanglement QKD, such as E91 and
BBM92 [18]. The unconditional security proofs were already
given to BB84, B92, and SARG04. Currently, the performance
of the BB84 system reaches the secure key rate of 1 Mbps
over a 50 km fiber in the laboratory [21]. A design for a
higher speed and stable system was also developed [22], [23].
DPS-QKD and COW have remained within the conditional
security proofs. They can, however, operate at high speed over
longer distance with reasonable security and easier implemen-
tation. For example, DPS-QKD [24] is basically the same as
conventional optical DPSK systems, except that very weak
light and single-photon detectors are used. A record high key
creation speed (1.85 Mbps over 101 km) was demonstrated
with DPS-QKD [25]. Not only high-speed key generation but
also continuous generation of secure keys over a long time
is an important task. This task relies on true random number
generators operating at much higher rates.
The security of entanglement QKD is rather straightfor-

ward. Sharing a perfect entanglement between two parties
means perfect isolation from an environment, automatically
ensuring unconditional security. It can be used to certify the
absence of side channels. Security analysis as well as physical
implementation can be much more simplified compared with
single-photon QKD [26]. This would be the second generation
photon-QKD. To make it practical, however, entangled photon
sources and photon detectors need to be greatly improved, at
least an order of magnitude in operation speed. CV-QKD uses
quadrature-amplitude modulation and homodyne detection,
which are the same elements used in optical communications
technology [27], [28]. The unconditional security proof for
CV-QKD has been given at last very recently [29] as well
as a proposal of a much simpler implementation [30]. These
achievements will open a new phase of CV-QKD research and
accelerate embedding CV-QKD into photonic networks.
QKD and optical path networks should be tightly coupled to-

gether. The first challenge is to develop quantum WDM tech-
nology to integrate QKD channels into WDM networks. Spon-
taneous Raman emission caused by WDM data signals con-
taminates photon signals for QKD. For example, 0.1 photon/ns
of Raman antiStokes is generated over the spectral range of
1400–1520 nm by a 6 dBm signal at 1551 nm after 25 km long
propagation in the fiber. Careful wavelength allocation and a
special separation technique as well as narrow bandpass fil-
tering and short time-gating are necessary. The noise effects
and quantum WDM technology are under investigation [22],
[31]–[33].
A target in the long run would be a long reach and point-to-

multi-point QKD link, while, on the other hand, a short-term
approach is classical relaying via trusted nodes. In each node,
a classical memory (a KMA) receives and stores the secure
key from the QKD device. The relay node in the middle of
two connections shares two keys of which one is encapsulated
with the other to guarantee safe passage from one connection to
the next. A QKD network architecture based on key relay via
trusted nodes was successfully demonstrated in a metropolitan
network in Vienna in 2008 by the SECOQC project [34], [35].

Fig. 7. Secure communication system using optical chaos.

A long-term approach is using a quantum repeater [36], [37],
but we do not discuss this in detail.

C. SCOC

A nonlinear optical system with some feedback can emit light
with randomly changing amplitude and frequency, even though
the system follows a deterministic differential equation. Such
a phenomenon is called “optical chaos,” whose behavior is de-
termined by system parameters such as the operating point of
a nonlinear device in the system, the feedback gain, and the
delay time. Optical chaos has been studied for secure commu-
nications by masking transmitted data from third parties, where
system parameters determining chaotic behavior function as a
secret key [38]. Fig. 7 illustrates the setup of an SCOC system.
A transmitter sends signal light together with chaos light such
that the signal is completely masked by the chaos waveform,
and a receiver demodulates the signal by recovering the chaos
waveform and extracting it from the received light by virtue of
synchronization of chaos. Currently 1 Gbps over 120 km with a
BER of was demonstrated.
It is worth mentioning that an SCOC using an ultralong fiber

laser can also be applied to the classical approach to key distri-
bution [39]. This optical scheme might have practical benefits
by allowing simpler implementation than the unconditional se-
curity requirement of QKD.

D. OCDM

One of the well-cited benefits of OCDM or OCDMA is good
data confidentiality. There is an excellent overview for better
understanding OCDM and OCDMA [40], [41]. It has been the-
oretically examined that under Kerckhoffs’ principle, OCDM
with reasonable choices of system and encoding parameters pro-
vides considerably less data confidentiality than standard cryp-
tography [42]. To enhance the data confidentiality of OCDM,
a promising approach would be the -ary OCDM
system, which adopts block ciphering of n-bit sequence, dis-
tinct from conventional bit-ciphered OCDMs [43], [44]. This
is because bit ciphering is resistant only against ciphertext-only
attacks (COAs), while block ciphering is robust against chosen-
plaintext attack (CPA).
The architecture and the operation principle of an M-ary

OCDM-based block-ciphering system using XOR, for example
, are depicted in Fig. 8 [45]. At the trans-

mitter, a serial data bit stream is segmented every four bits
– . Each four-bit block is mapped onto a different

optical code out of 16 codes according to the code lookup table.
Each output of this line coder generates the corresponding
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Fig. 8. Architecture and operation principle of 16-ary OCDM system using XOR logic operation.

optical code by driving the 16-channel optical gate (LN-IM)
array. Only the optical pulse train passing through the optical
gate is forwarded to a designated input port of the multiport
optical encoder, and one of 16 optical codes is generated. For
example, gates are opened to launch the optical pulses to input
ports of encoders #2 and #15, respectively, to generate optical
codes C2 and C15. At the receiver, the received optical codes
are sent to the multiport optical decoder. The decoding process
follows the reverse order of the encoding at the transmitter. This
scheme was experimentally demonstrated at 2.5 Gbit/s or 622
MSymbol/s, over a 50 km single-mode fiber. The quantitative
evaluation of confidentiality against both COA and CPA has
been investigated [46].

E. QNRC

A QNRC can be regarded as a kind of stream cipher en-
hanced by quantum noise randomization. Quantum noise is
inevitable random fluctuation associated with every light-field
mode and imposes the ultimate limit of signal discrimination.
For example, when quadrature amplitude of light is modulated
into densely packed signals with limited signal power, the
signal distances get closer in the Q–I space than a range of
quantum noise fluctuations. This is a quantum-limited constel-
lation, where the signal-to-noise ratio in detection degrades
significantly. More precisely, the quantum states become
nonorthogonal to each other, with finite overlaps. Such signals
cannot be perfectly discriminated in principle, nor be copied
without errors. A QNRC imposes this kind of situation only on
an eavesdropper, Eve, by an appropriate random modulation
with a shared key between legitimate users, a sender Alice,
and a receiver Bob. Bob can decrypt his received cipher using
only the shared key, while it acts as inevitable noise for Eve.
The first protocol was proposed by Yuen in 2000 [47], which
is often called Y00 protocol. There is now a family of several
different implementations [48], [49].

As does modern cryptography, a QNRC can directly encrypt
plain text. A sharp distinction is that cipher text of modern cryp-
tography can be copied with no errors for attacks while cipher
text of a QNRC cannot be precisely copied. Copying QNR-ci-
phered text must be associated with finite errors due to the un-
certainty principle of quantum mechanics. This would offer a
new mechanism to enhance security. These two crypto schemes
can be used in a cascaded manner to enhance total security.
The protocol can be implemented with bright laser light and
conventional detectors of optical communications and can op-
erate at high speed ( gigabit per second), enabling real-time
high capacity secure communications. Several implementation
schemes have been developed and deployed in a field environ-
ment, including phasemodulation [50] and intensity modulation
[51], [52]. Fig. 9 shows a simple sketch of the intensity modula-
tion scheme of Y00 protocol. The signal amplitude of the light is
divided into multiple levels, coarse enough to be quantum lim-
ited. Alice and Bob choose a pair of values among many value
levels using a common key for each one-bit frame, and Alice
encodes the bit of the signal.

IV. DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO: NICHE APPLICATION AND
THE NEXT

A. Deployment Roadmap

It would take long for PL1sec technologies to be practically
implemented on a global scale. However, the PL1sec system
will enter niche markets in various sectors such as 1) govern-
ment agencies; 2) public infrastructures; 3) financial and med-
ical facilities; and followed by 4) business sectors and private
homes. The roadmapwe envisage is shown in Fig. 10, consisting
the three stages. PL1sec will be deployed in a point-to-point link
at the beginning and migrate into photonic networks. In sec-
tors (1) and (2), cost is not a major issue but the only concern
would be the high level of security. In sector (3), there would be
a tradeoff between the security level and its CAPEX and OPEX.
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Fig. 9. Example of quantum noise-randomized encryption (QNRC), Y-00 protocol [50], [51].

Fig. 10. Roadmap of secure photonic network.

The first major application of PL1sec will be government
communication lines. A possible scenario of deployment would
start with point-to-point links using QKD-OTP at around 50 km.
This corresponds to the first stage around years of 2010–2015
in Fig. 10. Next, QKD will be applied to sector (2) public infra-
structures such as power plants and water and gas utilities. In
these public facilities, optical fibers are already installed along
the electrical cables and water and gas pipelines in a duct and
are used to transmit surveillance and control data. QKD-OTP is
expected to show its strength in preventing hacking into such
data transfer. This provides an appropriate test case of the novel
control plane technologies shown in Fig. 5 in a metropolitan
area. The important requirements will be fast rerouting against
attacked damage, automatic restoration, and reasonable mainte-
nance cost. These applications correspond to the second stage
around 2015–2020 in Fig. 10.

In sectors (3) and (4), a prototype of a secure photonic net-
work needs to be operated on an intercity scale. In addition
to high security, for example, ultrahigh resolution medical im-
ages require small latency, large capacity, long distance of a
few hundred kilometers, and low cost. Not only QKD-OTP, but
also other schemes even with compromised security should be
used to enhance the practical security. For example, the security
level of modern cryptography will be enhanced by QKD-as-
sisted key refresh. The QKD network will be operated using
key relay via trusted nodes. A QNRC is a potential candidate
for the high-speed crypto engine because it can rapidly exploit
advancing technology of the multilevel modulation format for
high-capacity optical transmission. QKD can also provide a se-
cure seed key for a QNRC for improving security. Those ap-
plications in sectors (3) and (4) still are involved in the second
stage in Fig. 10. Finally, extending secure photonic network into
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Fig. 11. Configuration of digital cinema distribution system. (a) Current scheme. (b) Proposed scheme with QNRC and QKD.

the global scale need many technological breakthrough such as
quantum repeater. Its time line can be hardly predicted, but it is
indeed a frontier in future network technology.

B. Niche Application: Digital Cinema Distribution Through
Photonic Network

Digital cinema distribution through photonic network is pre-
sented as an example of sector (4). Compared with traditional
film prints and staggered film release due to shipping, digital
cinema distribution has been shown to dramatically reduce costs
and make simultaneous worldwide release possible. However,
a high level of security is a “must” to protect the copyright of
first-run films against the attacks. It is estimated that all screens
in Japan will be digitized by 2018. Digital cinema standard was
developed by Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC, issued as the
digital cinema system specification on their website [53]. The
specification includes the transport of packaged contents and the
security requirement. The extension of requirements and tech-
niques on data secure transport will be required for new types of
business image content. For example, real-time broadcasting of
sports, live concerts, remote lectures, and other digital stuff/on-
line digital source are becoming new types of digital image dis-
tribution services. Very sensitive data such as medical movie
images will soon be a target as well.
Fig. 11 shows schematic configurations of the current digital

cinema distribution system and an updated scheme adopting a
QNRC and QKD. As shown in Fig. 11(a), digital cinema con-
tent, including picture, sound, and other data elements, are as-
sembled into a digital cinema distribution master (DCDM) at

a production company. The DCDM added with subtitle and
dubbed voice data are compressed, encrypted, and packaged
into a form of digital cinema package (DCP). The DCP is en-
crypted by symmetric-key cryptography, 128-bit AES. The keys
for this encryption are called content keys. They are further
encrypted using a 2048-bit RSA public key for key distribu-
tion. This public key constitutes a key pair with the private key
of the theater exhibition device. RSA-encrypted content keys
and other security information such as the trusted device list
are packaged into a key delivery message (KDM). The DCP
and KDM are delivered to theaters separately using different
networks. The delivered DCP and KDM are first stored in a
playback server system in a theater. When the exhibition de-
vice is ready, a decoding device receives the DCP and KDM
in the theater server system, extracts encryption keys from the
KDM, decrypts and decompresses the DCP, performs other pro-
cesses such as watermarking for preventing rephotographing
(content theft), and simultaneously sends the projection data to
the cinema projector.
In a next generation system, shown in Fig. 11(b), a QNRC

may be used for content encryption with throughput faster than
several tens of gigabit per second. QKD-OTP is not matured
enough yet for this purpose. For encrypting content keys, on
the other hand, QKD-OTP would be useful to enhance secu-
rity because the required key rate is relatively slow. Secure key
distribution will be done by the key relay via trusted nodes, at
least for intra-continental links. For intercontinental links, one
faces a challenge of developing quantum repeater technology
and/or satellite-ground QKD technology; however, this will not
be ready for practical use.
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V. CONCLUSION

We have addressed emerging threats to the security of pho-
tonic networks, reviewed security technologies for protecting
the photonic domain of layer 1, referred to as PL1sec, and pro-
posed a novel conceptual model of a secure photonic network,
in which a QKD network is introduced to a legacy photonic net-
work. Secure keys generated by the QKD network are managed
in the control plane by KMAs and KMC, which drive PL1sec
and modern crypto engines in appropriate combinations in co-
operation with path provisioning by GMPLS. Finally, we pre-
sented a roadmap of a deployment scenario, starting from a
niche application in digital cinema distribution along with ap-
plications relevant to mission critical and public infrastructures.
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